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Introduction
Topographically the west Yorkshire area can be divided
relatively simply into nor thern and western areas of high
moorland, underlain by the coarse- grained, sandstonedominated succession of the Millstone Grit Group; a central
area of low-lying ground underlain by the mudstones, finergrained sandstones and coals of the Pennine Coal Measures
Group (forming the Yorkshire Coalfield) and, along its eastern
margin, a relatively narrow nor th to south strip of red
sandstones, mudstones and pale yellow- coloured dolostones
(dolomitic limestones) of Permian and Triassic age. The area is
cross-cut by a series of river valleys draining from west to east
into the Humber Estuar y – the rivers Aire, Calder and Don.
These valleys have long provided the major communication
and transpor tation routes across the area and, consequently
they are also the location of the major population centres of
the region. Buildings within these centres, both domestic and
industrial, are still largely characterised by their use of locally
quarried building stones.
The varied geological succession in west Yorkshire has long
been exploited to provide a wide range of sandstone for local
vernacular building purposes and still suppor ts an impor tant
UK and expor t trade, supplying sandstone to many cities and
towns in the rest of the UK, and overseas. Even a cursor y
examination of the buildings in the villages, towns and cities of
the region shows not only how impor tant stone quarr ying has
been to the local economy, but also in providing the buildings
whose distinctive architecture, forms an inescapable part of
the west Yorkshire landscape.There are few settlements in the
region where local stone has not been used in the construction
of its principal buildings since earliest times.
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West & South Yorkshire Bedrock Geology Map

Derived from BGS digital geological mapping at 1:625,000 scale, British Geological Survey ©NERC. All rights reserved
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Building with Stone in West Yorkshire
The value of the local stones for building has been recognised
since at least Roman times, for example, Roman for s at Ilkley
(Middleton Grit), Slack and Adel (both Huddersfield White
Rock). Norman stonework also sur vives in numerous church
buildings across the area often, as elsewhere, obscured
beneath numerous later extensions and reconstructions,
particularly those made in the 19th century. The ancient
Anglo-Saxon core of Bardsey All Hallows Church (right) is
constructed of local Carboniferous sandstone (Upper

All Hallows Church, Bardsey.

Plompton and East Carlton Grit) and some Permian Cadeby
Formation limestone, it is largely obscured by later additions

These elaborately designed and constructed houses (weaver’s

and 19th-century Victorian ‘restoration’ work. During the

cottages) and halls, many originally timber framed, but

medieval period castles, abbeys and priories were all built of

subsequently cased in local dressed or ashlared sandstones,

local stones e.g. Conisborough Castle, Roche Abbey (both

cannot be matched anywhere else in England. The National

Magnesian Limestone of the Cadeby Formation); Pontefract

Trust property, East Riddlesden Hall of the 17th century, is

and Sandal castles, Kirkstall Abbey (local Millstone Grit

constructed from the local Millstone Grit Group sandstone. It is

sandstones). Perhaps the most evocative buildings of west

typical of many large houses and halls in this area of a similar

Yorkshire’s stone built heritage are the many still sur viving

age with its distinctive rose window and crenellated tower

17th- and 18th-century manor houses and halls, par ticularly

with pinnacles in the Gothic style (below).

of the Calderdale area.

East Riddlesden Hall.
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Most were constructed on the wealth of the growing wool
trade. Many of these halls are found in isolated high moorland
areas of the Millstone Grit where sheep farming was the
principal occupation. Subsequently, as the woollen industry
expanded, it moved from its moorland farm and cottage bases
into valley bottoms to take advantage of water power. Here
new towns and communities continued to expand, working
the local sandstones at numerous quarries for new mill
buildings, worker’s houses, civic centres, bridges and canal
networks (Todmorden, Hebden Bridge, Heptonstall and

Weavers’ cottages at Hepworth.

Otley).The ubiquitous weavers cottages at Hepworth (right) in
one of the many industrial areas of west Yorkshire, are all

By the late 19th century, these industrial communities were

constructed of locally quarried Carboniferous Millstone Grit

outgrowing the confines of the narrow valleys and began to

(Rough Rock) sandstones.

establish newer larger mills in the wider valley bottoms around
the towns and cities of Halifax, Huddersfield, Bradford and

At the end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th century, a

Leeds. The impact of the textile industry in particular on the

further major change in land ownership was initiated by a

built landscape of west Yorkshire was immense, new buildings

series of Land Enclosure Acts. This enclosure of former

(terraced houses, churches, schools etc) were funded and built

open-moorland areas was facilitated by the construction of

by local industrialists. Some benevolent industrialists even

thousands of kilometres of dry-stone walling. Much of the

developed completely new towns e.g. Saltaire. The town of

stone was probably locally gathered ‘fieldstones’ but a

Saltaire (below), a UNESCO World Heritage Site, was built by

proliferation of new small sandstone pits was inevitable to

Titus Salt in the mid-19th century, using locally quarried

service this surge in the wall building. At the same time, these

Millstone Grit sandstones of the Rough Rock. Local sandstone

enclosures initiated a gradual movement of a largely

quarries developed and expanded further, using the canals

agriculturally-based labour force to the new industrial centres

and new rail networks to supply greater volumes of stone

across west Yorkshire.

needed for building.

The town of Saltaire, built of locally quarried
Millstone Grit sandstones of the Rough Rock.
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In fact the term ‘York Stone’ is still in common use by architects
and marketing companies despite the fact that, as is now
generally well known, there are no Carboniferous sandstones
cropping out around the City of York. Perhaps it was the
extensive importation of west Yorkshire Carboniferous
sandstones by the Romans, to form the early foundations of
that city that initially lead to confusion with regard to the sources
of the sandstones! Clearly, there is little merit in the use of the
term ‘York Stone’ today, particularly as it is often used to
describe both the coarse-grained Millstone Grit sandstones
and the finer- grained sandstones of the Pennine Coal Measures
without distinction. In recent times there have even been
attempts to apply the term to imported sandstone varieties.
Geologically, all the sandstones quarried and used for building
purposes in the west Yorkshire area were, and are still, sourced
principally from the Carboniferous Millstone Grit and Pennine
Coal Measures groups. Generally the very broad difference in
petrological character, notably in grain- size and mineralogy,
help in distinguishing the sandstones quarried from these two
groups, but there are also many similarities which make the
Leeds Town Hall (1853-1858) is constructed entirely
of Millstone Grit sandstone principally from the
quarries at Rawden Hill.

provenance of individual sandstones, out of their local
context, quite difficult.
Over much of the region many of these sandstone beds have

The expanding major population centres also required new

been given local names by which they are still commonly

buildings to demonstrate their growing, wealth and financial

known and marketed e.g. Elland Flags, Ackworth Rock,

power. New Town Halls were built at Leeds using Rawdon Hill

Mexborough Rock, Bolton Woods, Rotherham Red etc.

Stone and several others. Other town halls built of local stones
include Bradford (Bolton Woods Stone), Huddersfield

When the west Yorkshire area was first surveyed by the

(Crosland Moor Stone), Halifax (Ringby Stone) and Wakefield

Geological Survey and other researchers during the 19th

(Spinkwell Stone, which was also exported to build

century, an attempt was made to rationalise the plethora of

Manchester Town Hall). A whole range of other buildings

local names that were being used by attempting to map out

followed, most of which were also constructed using locally

and more precisely define their lateral and vertical extents by

quarried sandstones (Linstrum 1978).

correlating from outcrop to outcrop. The geological names
then chosen for these mapped sandstone units were generally

The Building Sandstones of West Yorkshire – a
confusion of names!

based upon the location of the best exposures of the stone e.g.

In broad terms the many building sandstones that have been

‘Rock’ etc. However, despite over 175 years of effort, the

quarried in west Yorkshire, and which have been widely

complexity of the Carboniferous depositional system of the

marketed outside the region, have commonly been described

Pennine area in general, in which these sandstones were

as Yorkshire Stone or the even less satisfactorily ‘York Stone’.

deposited, still to some extent defies precise subdivision

As there is such natural variability between the many

and correlation.

Ackworth ‘Rock’, Huddersfield ‘White Rock’, Addingham Edge

sandstone beds that occur in the region, the grouping of all of
these building stones under one name is misleading.
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Pollution-blackened stonework is a
common feature of the industrial
buildings in west Yorkshire.

Consequently the same sandstone bodies now correlatable

As noted above while there is commonly a superficial

throughout the Pennines, still commonly show different local

resemblance between some of these sandstone beds, there

geological names (Aitkenhead et al. 2002). Although an

are also many differences, such as: colour (red, grey, yellows,

acceptable regional stratigraphic correlation of these named

blue etc.), grain-size (fine to very coarse), bed thickness

sandstone units is published, there is not complete agreement

(thin-bedded or massive), sedimentary structure (laminated or

in the geological community over the correlations suggested

cross-bedded), porosity, mineralogy (quartz or feldspar-rich)

and revisions of the nomenclature are still frequent.

etc. Consequently, it is not sufficient to specify the
replacement sandstone simply as York Stone, Gritstone or

Not surprisingly perhaps, in the past, the geological names of

Millstone Grit in a conservation project, without ensuring that

the sandstones have been often ignored by the quarry

the physical characteristics of any replacement stone are

operators. In general, most quarries from earliest times have

compatible with the original sandstone used. The need for

used the location of the quarry as the principal stone name for

matching like-with-like wherever possible remains important

marketing purposes, e.g. Bramley Fall Stone, Crosland Hill

even in these generally durable sandstones, particularly now

Stone, Spinkwell Stone, Meanwood Stone, Bolton Woods,

that the new sandstones are hopefully, unlikely ever

Rawden Stone, Rotherham Red etc. In other instances the
sandstone may have been simply marketed under the generic

to become encrusted with the industrial soiling and pollution

name Gritstone, again without necessarily limiting the use of

blackening that once characterised even the remotest of the

this term to those sandstones from the Millstone Grit Group

sandstone buildings of west Yorkshire and which obscured any

and including those from the equally prolific Pennine Coal

minor colour or textural variations. Pollution-blackened

Measures succession.

stonework was, and in places remains, a common feature of
the industrial buildings in west Yorkshire.
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Carboniferous Sandstone Petrology
& Petrography in west Yorkshire

Sedimentary Structures
In many of the building sandstones examined in west
Yorkshire’s buildings, traces of an original sedimentary

Sandstone Mineralogy

depositional fabric are evident e.g. marked grading (coarse to

The Carboniferous sandstones found in the buildings of west

fine-grained), lamination or cross-lamination in the sandstone

Yorkshire are all detrital, clastic rocks whose grains are derived

blocks. In general strong sedimentary features would be

from the weathering and breakdown of pre-existing siliceous

avoided as they could form lines of weakness along which

rocks. Silicate grains (quartz sand), therefore, make up more

failure could occur during dressing and / or carving of the

than 95% of the framework grains and are dominated by

stone; consequently more massively bedded sandstones were

quartz (translucent or white with sub-conchoidal fracture

preferred. Where such laminae show a low-angled relationship

surfaces), with variable amounts of feldspar grains (opaque and

to the stone bedding surface it is described as cross-bedding,

variegated with distinct planar cleavage planes), and lithic

which is characteristic of original deposition of the sand in a

grains; the latter are, in essence, tiny rock fragments. Other

high energy river or delta. Pronounced cross-bedding is a

grains commonly present include platy micas (muscovite),

ubiquitous feature in many building stones but does not

detrital organic fragments (particularly notable in some coalfield

generally appear to weaken the stone. West Horbury Church

sandstones) and per vasive small, white patches of the soft, clay

(1790-4) designed and built by the eminent Yorkshire architect

mineral kaolinite. These framework grains are bound together

John Carr, displays obvious cross-bedding in its locally

by natural cements that in the most durable sandstones are

quarried massive Carboniferous sandstones columns (Woolley

almost exclusively composed of silica (quartz).These natural

Edge Rock (below). In some sandstones with pronounced

silica cements are clearly evident in some of the more durable

cross-bedding the sandstones have been riven along these

building stones from the sparkling crystal faces exposed in the

surfaces, allowing them to be split into paving slabs or thin

dressed surfaces of the sandstone blocks.

roofing slate. The Rough Rock Flags exposed at Crosland Hill
Quarry near Halifax are currently being hand riven both for

Many separate sandstone beds have been quarried for local

roofing slate and paving stones.

building stone in west Yorkshire region, from both the Millstone Grit
and Pennine Coal Measures groups. In broad terms, however, the
sandstones of the Millstone Grit Group are commonly coarsergrained (granular or pebbly in some cases), silica cemented, with
strong cross-bedding. In quarried exposures they commonly
form thick, lens-shaped (channelled) beds e.g. Rough Rock. In
contrast the building sandstones of the Pennine Coal Measures
Group are generally finer-grained and more micaceous, forming
thinner beds laid-down in lower energy depositional settings,
with bedding-parallel features such as fine lamination a more
characteristic feature e.g. Elland Flags. While this must be seen as
broad generalisation it does appear to hold for most of the major
building stone quarry sources. However, determining the source
quarry of a sandstone when it is out of context, i.e. when they
have been transported and used far from their local area can be
more problematic. Consequently, it is important to establish the
age of the building being examined because, until the canal and
subsequently railway networks were established in the mid-18th
and 19th century, most building stone did not travel far from
its original quarry source.
West Horbury Church.
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Examples of such reddened sandstones occur at a number of
locations: in the Glass Houghton Rock, Pontefract Rock,
Mexborough Rock (Rotherham Red sandstone. Near
Rotherham, the local Coal Measures sandstones commonly
show a purple-red staining (Rotherham Red) as at Harris
Quarry, Ulley working the Mexborough Rock (left).

The Modern Building Sandstone Industry
of West Yorkshire
The purple-red staining of
Mexborough Rock.

The modern building sandstone industry was carried out on
behalf of the government by Robert Hunt, of the Geological
Survey in 1854-56. By its own admission, returns from the

Where lamination occurs parallel to the bedding surface, lines

quarry companies of that period were acknowledged as

of weakness have clearly developed along the laminae.

incomplete. However, the published results are still

Parallel lamination of this type which is also commonly

surprisingly detailed and give a valuable idea of the state of

associated with finer grain-sizes and micaceous or

the building stone industry at that time (Hunt 1958).

carbonaceous concentrations, would suggest, quite strongly,
that a source in the Pennine Coal Measures Group is more

In the old County of Yorkshire 238 quarries (c.1847 in west

likely. Such laminated sandstones from the Pennine Lower

Yorkshire area) responded with information, almost twice the

Coal Measures (Elland Flags) have been the principal sources

number of quarries of its nearest competitor and neighbour

of fissile sandstones for roofing or paving purposes throughout

Lancashire. As par t of the current Strategic Stone Study the

the west Yorkshire area and further afield.

BGS BRITPITS collection of quarries from OS maps
(1850-present) and BGS field slips has identified 77 former and

Colour in the Carboniferous Sandstones
of West Yorkshire

current Carboniferous sandstone quarry workings in the west
Yorkshire area.

When freshly quarried Carboniferous sandstones in west
Yorkshire show a wide colour range from grey-green, pale

Earlier national surveys in 1898 and 1937 identified:

yellow to variegated brown, purple and red. The colour variations
are principally due to changes in the composition and weathering
state of the iron minerals dispersed in very small proportions
throughout the rock. These colours can be effectively used to
narrow down stone sources when determining the stone provenance.
The most immediate problem, however, when examining and

Sources

Dimension sandstone quarries
of west Yorkshire

1856 (Hunt)

147

1898 (List of Mines & Quarries)

208

1937 List of Mines & Quarries

242

2010-11 (present day)

77

describing in situ building stones is the frequent discolouration
of the stone surface by air-borne industrial pollutants.
Consequently, it is rarely possible to determine the true colour of

The principal focus of the Carboniferous Millstone Grit and

many of the stone surfaces examined, unless damage has occurred,

Coal Measures (sensu lato) building sandstone industry in the

exposing a clean fractured surface. Only on rare occasions do the

UK has always been in the west Yorkshire area rather than

stones show a colour distinctive enough to be helpful in

further south. This is largely because the main areas of

determining the provenance of the source quarry. Locally, in parts

industrial activity and associated population growth were all

of the west Yorkshire, for example, some Carboniferous sandstones

concentrated in this par t of the region. As a consequence the

show a distinct natural reddened or purple-red coloration often

demand for building stone has traditionally been very high for

related to their proximity to the junction with the overlying red

both domestic and industrial buildings.

rocks of the Permian succession.
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In west Yorkshire the still numerous former industrial mill

Only the more prestigious buildings and engineered structures

buildings, constructed from local Millstone Grit Group

such as railway bridges and viaducts used local stone

sandstones are still being rescued and put to new uses

throughout. The local importance of the stone industry in the

(below). The principal sandstone beds of the Millstone Grit

19th century in the area is illustrated by the following statistics

Group have all been extensively quarried.The Kinderscout Grit,

for Bradford and district:

for example, was quarried in the past around Todmorden and
Hebden Bridge for local buildings (e.g. Heptonstall Church)

“In 1873, 6000 men were engaged in stone-getting and dressing

and at Howarth, Addingham Edge, Caley Crags and Pool Bank

in the quarries in the locality. The produce is about 450,000 tons

near Otley. Stone from the latter area was widely used in the

per annum, and something like £650,000 in value….a large

Leeds area (e.g. St Ann’s Roman Catholic Cathedral, Leeds)

proportion of the stone (fully one half) is sent by rail or water to

and was also transported to other areas of the UK. The Pule

London, Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham and other places

Hill Grit (Clock Face Quarry) is still quarried today in the

equally distant from Bradford…. ordinar y coarse sandstone,

Huddersfield area. Fur ther south the local quarries in the

known to engineers as Bramley Fall, and the white beds of

Chatsworth Grit supplied stone for many of Sheffield’s

Calverley (Elland Flags), and the finer qualities of ashlar such as

sandstone buildings.

Cliff Wood, Bolton Wood, Wrose Hill and Idle (Elland Flags), of
which most of our large warehouses are built.” (Neill 1873).

In the coalfield area of west Yorkshire exploitation of the local
coal resources initially led to an increase in local sandstone

In the following account, the principal building stones of west

production for house building, but ultimately much of the late

Yorkshire are described in stratigraphical order, from oldest to

19th- and early 20th-century house building in this area was

youngest. Local and regional, commonly used stone names

carried out using locally made bricks often used with

(e.g. Bradley Flags) are shown following the formal geological

sandstone dressings.

(lithostratigraphical) name in italics (e.g. Pendleton Formation).

Former industrial mill buildings constructed from local Millstone Grit Group sandstones.
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Carboniferous
Millstone Grit Group
Pendleton Formation

The façade of Todmorden Town Hall (below), constructed
between 1866-75 of local sandstone quarried nearby from
Lower Kinderscout Grit (Millstone Grit Group), demonstrates
how striking these local sandstones can be when their
pollution stained surfaces are carefully cleaned.

Bradley Flags

The Pool Bank quarries (Addingham Edge Grits) have a

The thinly bedded Bradley Flags sandstones were quarried

particularly long history of building stone production in the

locally at Delph Farm and Bloomer Hill for building stone,

local area before expanding in the 19th century to supply

roofing and flagstones to the south-west of Low Bradley.

stone for many major building projects such as the Arthington

Silsden Formation

Viaduct. A number of other quarries within these
Kinderscoutian ‘grits’ were opened in relatively remote areas
to provide stone for the water reser voirs that were constructed

Marchup, Red Scar, Nesfield Sandstone
& Lower Follifoot grits

in these high moorland areas in the late 19th and early 20th

The Marchup Grit was quarried and used in and around

Walshaw Dean etc.

century, at Dovestone, Withens Clough, Gorple, Widdop and

Addingham, the Nesfield Sandstone and Lower Follifoot Grit
around Cringles. Lower Follifoot Grit sandstone was also
quarried at Cockett’s Quarry for extensive use in the
construction Harewood House and its associated village
buildings in the 17th and 18th century. Subsequently a new
quarry in the sandstone at Rawden Hill was opened in the 19th
century and was used extensively in the construction of Leeds
Town Hall (Dimes & Mitchell 2006).

Hebden Formation
Kinderscout ‘Grits’ - Plompton, Doubler,
Addingham Edge, Long Ridge sandstones
The ‘Kinderscout Grits’ (mostly coarse-grained sandstones)

Kildwick Hall, Keighley is
constructed in ashlar of the local
Millstone Grit Group sandstone.

form an arcuate outcrop along the northern and western
border of west Yorkshire where much of the area is high
moorland with only small population centres. As a result,
despite the common occurrence of sandstones within the
succession, quarrying for building stone was largely on a local
scale supplying the needs of the larger towns and villages
(Rishwor th, Hebden Bridge, Mytholmroyd). Building stone
quarries along the nor thern sandstone outcrops of the area
include those at Bardsey, Ar thington, Pool Bank, Bramhope,
Otley Chevin, Ilkley, Addingham, Keighley and Haworth. In the
western outcrops they include those at Hebden Bridge,
Ripponden,Todmorden, Littleborough (Soyland and across the
Lancashire border) and Holmebridge.
Todmorden Town Hall, constructed of
Lower Kinderscout Grit.
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Marsden Formation

Midgely Grit (or Woodhouse Grit or Pule Hill Grit
or Heyden Rock or Rivelin Grit)

East Carlton Grit (Readycon Dean Flags,
Middle Grits)

Quarries along the outcrop supplied stone for the towns and

The arcuate outcrop of this sandstone unit extends from

The sandstone is currently worked at Naylor Hill Quarry, Haworth.

villages of Krumlin, Ripponden, Mytholmroyd and Scarcroft.

Scarcroft near Leeds, eastwards to Bradford and then turns
of Huddersfield.This coarse-grained sandstone was quarried at

Guisley Grit (Nab End Sandstone,
Beacon Hill Flags)

Hetchell Crags and Pompacali, the latter believed to be an

The discontinuous, arcuate outcrop of the Guisley Grit extends

impor tant source of sandstone for the Roman City of York

from Scarcroft near Leeds, westwards to Bradford, and then

(e.g. Buckland 1988). Fur ther westwards they were also

continues southwards as far as Ewden near Sheffield.The

quarried at East Carlton and Menston. At Midgley

sandstones have been locally worked and used for building

(Mytholmroyd), the escarpment of the adjacent Midgley Moor,

stone at Scarcroft, Shadwell, Alwoodley and Adel in Leeds. In

was extensively quarried for flagstones (Scotland Flags).

the Bradford area, it is a coarse-grained sandstone up to 21

southwards, continuing as far as Slaithwaite to the south west

metres in thickness which was quarried extensively at Guisley

Woodhouse Flags (Scotland Flags)

itself and also at Bingley and Sugden (Haworth). In the

The original name was ‘taken from Scotland Quarries, Midgley,

Huddersfield area, the flaggy sandstones have been quarried

where about 30m of flagstones, the lower par t of great

extensively on Blackwood Common, Mytholmroyd and at

commercial value, occurs’.This flaggy sandstone unit is

Sowood Green, Soyland (Ripponden).The sandstones were

developed beneath the more massive sandstone

also worked extensively for ganister (for the siliceous ‘bricks’

developments of the Midgely Grit (formerly the Woodhouse

and linings used in hearths and industrial furnaces) in the past.

Grit). The unit crops out almost exclusively in the Bradford area
where it was extensively quarried for flagstone and building

Chatsworth Grit (Rivelin Grit)

stone at Micklethwaite, Branshaw Moor, Penistone (Haworth),

In west Yorkshire, this thick, massive sandstone succession has

Clough Bank (Bailey Park Quarry), Braithwaite, Oakwor th,

only a restricted outcrop to the west of Sheffield and extends

Woodhouse and Oxenhope.

from High Bradfield in the north, and southwards to the county
border at Houndkirk Moor. In terms of its stratigraphic position
this sandstone is now correlated directly with the Huddersfield
White Rock. The sandstone unit was also worked extensively at
Burbage Rocks and Houndkirk Moor for millstones.

High Bradfield Church, constructed of the local Millstone Grit
Group (Chatsworth Grit or Rough Rock) sandstones.
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The quarry at Hillhouse
Edge, Holmfirth.

Huddersfield White Rock (Warley Rock,
Barkisland Flags & Golcar Rock)
The flaggy sandstone outcrop of the Huddersfield White Rock
is narrow and discontinuous in the Leeds and Bradford areas
and was worked at only a few localities e.g. Scarcroft (3-6m).
The sandstone unit then thickens markedly (c.30m) and locally
coarsens from Huddersfield southwards through Holmfirth to
Wharncliffe Side near Stocksbridge. The Huddersfield White
Rock sandstones were worked extensively around Halifax and
Huddersfield and further southwards for building stone. At
Barkisland and Outlane, either side of Black Brook Valley, the
now thinly-bedded sandstones were particularly important for

Rough Rock Flags (2nd Grit)

flagstone and stone roofing slate production (Barkisland

The Rough Rock Flags unit occur as a series of discontinuous

Flags). The sandstone outcrops in the moorland areas on both

outcrops extending from Leeds to the Penistone area of south

sides of the Colne valley, around Outlane, Golcar and

Yorkshire.The succession comprises a sequence of interbedded

Linthwaite (Guy Edge and Broad Oak), were worked

fissile mudstones and thinly bedded sandstone beds that reach

extensively, where large disused quarries are a common sight.

up to 25m in thickness. This flagstone unit is not consistently

A large proportion of the older buildings in the Colne valley are

present everywhere and in some areas is not thick enough to

built of this cross-bedded, coarse grained, grey-white

have been recognised and mapped as a separate unit.

freestone, which is known locally as Golcar Rock. Further
south, there were building stone quarries at Meltham (Royd’s

Although worked on a small scale at many of its more isolated

Edge) and Bradshaw. The Huddersfield White Rock has also

outcrops, the sandstones were most extensively worked along

been worked extensively for building stone and stone roofing

its larger outcrops to the west of Halifax at Greetland Moor, in

slate at numerous quarries near Holmfirth, notably along the

the Nab Hill - Mount Tabor - Ovenden Moor area, at Black Moor

south side of the Holme Valley at Cartworth Moor. Quarrying is

(Oxenhope), Harden Moor (Keighley) and at Rawden (Leeds).

still active in the Huddersfield White Rock sandstones at

The villages and hamlets all along its outcrop e.g. Hade Edge,

Hillhouse Edge, Holmfirth (top right). Again, the vernacular

Mixenden, Luddenden, Oxenhope, Cullenworth, Rawden,

houses of the local villages and towns of the valley are

Marden and Thorner used these local sandstones extensively.

principally built and roofed with Huddersfield White Rock

Rawden Hill Stone was used extensively in the construction of

sandstones. At the southernmost end of their outcrop near

Leeds Town Hall (Dimes & Mitchell 2006). The Rough Rock

Wharncliffe, the sandstones were only worked on a small scale

Flags (at Ferniehurst and Baildon) have provided building

but were quarried (Rocher Quarry) along the northern edge of

stones and flagstones for paving and roofing since at least the

White Moor to provide stone for the construction of the Ewden

early 18th century (Walton 1940).

Valley reservoirs.

Rossendale Formation

Rough Rock
The Rough Rock is the most constant and uniform of all the
Millstone Grit sandstones and always constitutes a readily

Rough Rock Flags & Rough Rock

recognisable horizon across much of west Yorkshire. The

The uppermost sandstone inter val of the Millstone Grit Group

sandstones are generally coarse-grained and strongly cross-

comprises two sandstone bodies – a lower inter val of thinly

bedded, but can vary markedly in their quality for building

bedded or flaggy sandstones, the Rough Rock Flags separated

stone production. Extensive quarrying took place around

in places by a thick mudstone bed from the upper, more

Leeds (in the Meanwood, Horsforth, Weetwood, Hawksworth

massive sandstone unit, known as the Rough Rock.

and Bramley areas) and the stone, locally called Bramley Fall
Stone, was widely used in the city in the 19th century.
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The most notable use of these sandstones in Leeds, was in

The quarries at Crosland Hill are regarded as the principal

Cuthbert Broderick’s Town Hall and Leeds Institute buildings

source of building stone for Huddersfield town and were used

and, subsequently, in the ‘new’ Roman Catholic Cathedral

in major structures such as the Lockwood Viaduct (1846).

designed by Eastwood and Greenslade, all using stone from
the Horsforth quarries (Dimes and Mitchell 2007). Some of

Many of the smaller towns and villages along the outcrop took

these quarries benefited from direct links to the mainline

their building stone from the local quarries in the Rough Rock

railway network and exported some stone overseas to India

(Honley, Holmfirth, Langsett, Stockbridge). Locally quarried

and south America, where it was used in large slabs for engine

Huddersfield White Rock (Millstone Grit Group) sandstones can

beds. Locally quarried Rough Rock sandstones were

be seen in the ‘Last of the Summer Wine Country’ at Holmfirth

particularly important in the construction of Titus Salt’s new

(below). Further south in the Wharncliff Side – Oughtibridge

‘town’ at Saltaire. Quarries near Bingley (Gilstead Moor),

area, the sandstones were extensively quarried for local use. In

Harden, Manywells, Oxenhope, Sowerby Bridge were locally

south-west Sheffield the Rough Rock outcrops were worked

impor tant in constructing these towns. Building stone for

for building stone at Tapton Hill and quite extensively along

Halifax and its suburbs was provided by quarries at Norland

the southern border of the county at Bassett Brown Edge.

Moor, Greetland, Ovenden and several other localities. In the

Quarrying of the Rough Rock only continues today at the Bank

Huddersfield area the sandstone unit thickens to < 40m and

Top (Wilsden) and Crosland Hill quarries.

was extensively quarried, notably on Wholestone Moor,
Longwood Edge, Crosland Moor and at Shooter’s Nab (Meltham).

Locally quarried Huddersfield White Rock sandstones at Holmfirth.
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Spinkwell Stone (Crosland Moor quarries) was used in the
construction of Wakefield and Manchester Town halls. Sandstone
from the Scot Gate quarries at Honley was apparently used in
York Castle. The quarries at Hade Edge (Holmfirth) were also
extensively quarried for building stone and used widely in the
town. Quarries currently working the Rough Rock include
those at Bank Top, Sunnybank and on Crosland Moor.

Pennine Coal Measure Group
Pennine Lower Coal Measures
Formation (PLCM)
Bramley Fall Stone at Kirkstall Abbey.

Like much of the Pennine Coal Measures Group sequence, this
lowest par t of the succession is dominated by thick mudstones

The Rough Rock was, as described above, quarried in many

and siltstone units with subordinate coals and sandstone beds.

localities along its outcrop, commonly, however, the stone was

Cropping out almost entirely within west Yorkshire, many of the

known and marketed using a plethora of local quarry names

numerous sandstone units that occur in the group have been

Bramley Fall, Meanwood, Spinkwell, Crosland Hill, Spout

worked at least locally for building stone. Sandstone

House, Brown Edge stones etc. The Bramley Fall Stone was

development within the coal measures facies is very variable,

originally quarried at Horsforth in Leeds from medieval times

some sandstone units are locally quite thick but others are

and was used by the Cistercian monks in the construction of

relatively thin. Only a few of these sandstones provided

Kirkstall Abbey. The substantial ruins of the Cistercian abbey

building stone for wider UK markets. The oldest sandstones in

at Kirkstall (above) is constructed from local Bramley Fall

the PLCM succession include the relatively coarse-grained

Stone (Rough Rock, Millstone Grit Group).The thick-bedded,

Crawshaw Sandstone which crops out only along the southern

coarse-grained, quartz-cemented Rough Rock sandstone

border of the county and extends into Derbyshire.

acquired an enviable reputation for strength and durability
and was widely used in civil engineering projects e.g. bridge

The Crawshaw Sandstone was quarried locally in the west of

and dockyard construction throughout the UK in the 19th

Sheffield for building purposes at Ranmoor. Also present in

century, for example, Kirkstall viaduct, Stanley Ferr y aqueduct

this southern area of west Yorkshire is the Loxley Edge Rock

piers, docks at Millwall and West India Docks, London and

which was again only worked for local building stone use at,

Hull. Subsequently, however, the name Bramley Fall was

for example, quarries at Greystones. In Gledholt (Huddersfield)

applied to the sandstones produced by several other quarries

the equivalent basal PLCM beds (Soft Bed Flags) were worked

in the Rough Rock outcrop of the area. The ‘misuse’ of the

extensively for flags and general building stone.

name Bramley Fall Stone became more widespread in the late
18th and 19th century and several notable Victorian architects

The most extensive building sandstone workings in the PLCM

working in the Yorkshire area specified Bramley Fall Stone for

are within the Elland Flags interval whose outcrop lies further

the exterior stonework, e.g. Oulton (1827-9, Rickman), Hunslet

north, extending from Huddersfield to Leeds. The flagstone

(1823-6 Chantrell), Baldersby (1855-7, Butterfield), but their

interval is characterised by the thin-bedded, sandstone-

specific quarry sources are not generally recorded. Stone from

dominated successions which are probably the most famous and

the Pool Bank quarries (Addingham Edge Grit) for example was

heavily exploited of all the many Coal Measure sandstones in

apparently being described as Bramley Fall Stone in some

Yorkshire. There were several centres of concentrated production

sources in the early 19th century.

most notably at Elland itself, near Halifax, Queensbury, Thornton,
Scholemoor, Clayton and Idle (Bradford area) and Woodhouse,
Bramley, Potternewton and Gipton Wood (Leeds area).
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The 17C Ellistones Farmhouse, Elland, has a sandstone
slated roof, with coursed, sandstone block from the
local Elland Flags (Pennine Lower Coal Measures).

At Halifax, the Elland Flags are known to have been quarried

These drystone walls were constructed using waste block from

since the 12th century, but their heyday in terms of production

the quarry to several metres in height to protect the access

was during the late 19th century.

roads to and from the massive waste accumulations from the
many small quarries in the area. South of Shipley, the Elland

By 1900, there were at least 40 flagstone quarries in operation

Flags includes the coarse-grained sandstone bed, formerly

in the area around Northowram, Southowram, Hipperholme

known as the Gaisby Rock, which is perhaps more commonly

and Brighouse. These quarries and others provided stone

known in the stone trade by the name Bolton Woods Stone.

walling, roofing slates and paving for the cities of Halifax,

This sandstone has long been exploited for dimension stone

Huddersfield, Leeds and Bradford as well as for many other

and was used widely for building in the City of Bradford, e.g.

local towns and villages. These Elland Flag quarries became

Bradford Town Hall, St George’s Hall, the Wool Exchange and

major expor ters of paving sandstones to other parts of the UK,

more recently in the ‘new’ Law Courts. The Gaisby Rock

notably to the 19th-century burgeoning London market, but

quarried at Spinkwell Quarry was used in the construction of

also supplied many other UK towns and cities. After the First

the town halls of Manchester (1868-77) and Wakefield (1877).

World War, although the industry in general went into a

At Idle Moor the sandstone becomes more flaggy in character

comparatively rapid decline, the Elland Flags still remains by

and was again mined underground as at Elland Edge.

far the most important source of building sandstones in the
west Yorkshire area with 19 active quarries in operation (Wray

Elsewhere, other thicker sandstone developments from this

1930; Godwin 1984; Director y of Mines & Quarries 2011).

Pennine Lower Coal Measures succession, including the
Greenmoor Rock (quarried and used at Shepley, Hepworth,

In some areas such as Hipperholme and Thornton the

Greenmoor, Greno Wood, Brincliffe); Grenoside Rock (quarried

remnants of this former flagstone industry that supplied

and used at Hor ton Bank, Penistone, Huthwaite, Grenoside);

walling stone to the City of Bradford are characterised not only

the Clifton or Oakenshaw Rock, quarried and used locally in

by numerous, small, pa tially infilled quarries but also by their

these areas and Thornhill Rock (quarried and used at

impressive retaining or ‘judd’ wall.

Thornhill, Morley (Howley Park), Woodkirk, Woodlesford,
Thorpe on the Hill, are all still quarried.
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In the past, the Thornhill Rock sandstone quarried at
Woodlesford was marketed under the names Woodkirk Blue
and Brown and Robin Hood Blue and Brown, which added
more names and confusion into the market place. This early
Cloth Hall building at Penistone, like most of the town is
constructed of local Carboniferous, Grenoside Sandstone,
PLCM (right).

Pennine Middle Coal Measures
Formation (PMCM)

The Cloth Hall building at Penistone, constructed of
local Carboniferous Grenoside Sandstone.

A number of sandstones that are developed within this par t of
the Coal Measures succession have been worked for local
building stone use quite extensively. Horbury Rock was worked
around Ossett and Horbury for local use. The Woolley Edge
Rock was quarried at Woolley Edge, Newmillerdam
(Crigglestone) and Normanton and the Oaks Rock at Barnsley.
At Newmillerdam, the sandstone was quarried for use in the
conservation repairs at Wakefield Cathedral (Edwards et al.
1940). The overlying Mexborough Rock (Royston Rock),

Pontefract Castle, constructed principally
of locally quarried Newstead Rock.

characterised by its distinctive purple-red colouration, was
quarried and used for building extensively at and around

the Wickersley Rock, Rotherham were perhaps more noted for

Darfield, Mexborough, Denaby, Hooton Roberts, Canklow and

their grindstone production for the Sheffield cutlery industry,

is still worked at Ulley. The local church and houses at Hooton

but also produced the building stone used in the older houses

Roberts show the typical pale-purple coloration of this

and walls at Wickersley.

sandstone (Rotherham Red), much of it produced from nearby
quarries, of which one, Harris Quarry near Ulley, is still active

The Wickersley Rock is a thick-bedded, yellow-brown,

today. The sandstone was also used locally in houses, schools

micaceous and felspathic sandstone of medium grain-size.

and other buildings around Rotherham and Masborough

Brown ironstone nodules several centimetres across

(Hunt 1858).

commonly occur, generally oriented parallel to the bedding.

Pennine Upper Coal Measures
Formation (PUCM)

The strong joints of the rock are sometimes stained red.
The use of these sandstones by the Sheffield Cutler y trade was
prodigious with at least 23 sandstone quarries at Wickersley

In this uppermost par t of the Coal Measures succession, well

with many others at Listerdale and Silverwood in the

developed sandstones suitable for building stone are

Wickersley Rock, and subsequently around Ackworth in the

comparatively rare. The best known are the Ackworth, Dalton,

Ackworth Rock (Walton 1940). At Pontefract the 13C castle is

Wickersley and Ravenfield rocks. Despite their relative

built of a reddened Carboniferous sandstone, locally termed

continuity, only the thickest sandstones were worked,

the Pontefract or Newstead Rock, with some decorative

principally at Ackworth where the buildings of the village and

stonework of Cadeby Formation limestone. The sandstone

local farms are all constructed of this pale yellow-brown,

was exposed and quarried along the outcrop to the south west

(when weathered) fine-grained sandstone. The Dalton Rock

of the castle site at Priory Wood. The 12C Pontefract Castle is

(aka Brierley Rock) was worked at Dalton, Brierley and Great

constructed principally of locally quarried sandstone from the

Houghton for building use in the local villages. The quarries in

Newstead Rock of the Pennine Upper Coal Measures (above).
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Permian
The nomenclature of the Permian succession has received
constant revision since it was first described in detail by in
Sedgwick (1829).The succession was originally divided into a
basal unit of Permian coarse-grained clastic rocks that include
breccias and sandstones (red), overlain by two dolomitic
limestone (or dolostone) units, the Lower and Upper
Magnesian (Cadeby and Brother ton formations) limestones,
separated and overlain by two calcareous red mudstone units
(Middle and Upper Permian Marls).The poorly cemented basal
clastic rocks have been used occasionally as a local source of
building stone, but the principal sources of Permian building
stone are the two dolostone units of which the Cadeby
Formation is of greatest significance, the softer Brother ton
Formation only having been used locally for rough wall stones.

Zechstein Group
Cadeby Formation
(formerly the Lower Magnesian Limestone)

Ledsham church, with 12C origins, is constructed
from a mix of local Pennine Middle Coal Measures
Group (Thornhill Rock) sandstone and paler
Cadeby Formation dolomitic limestones.

The dolomitic limestones (magnesian limestones or

Lithologically, the limestones of the Permian succession are

dolostones) of this formation crop out in a narrow north to

superficially similar in character throughout much of their

south strip that extends along the eastern margin of the west

outcrop. They have a narrow colour range from pale yellow to

Yorkshire area, forming a low topographical ridge marginal to

white (with occasional reddened varieties), However, detailed

the Vale of York. Despite the relatively restricted extent of their

petrological studies have shown that they exhibit considerable

outcrop, these dolomitic limestones have been quarried and

variation across the area in their mineralogy and textural

used extensively for building stone in many towns and villages,

characteristics, features, which can have a particular influence

on and adjacent to, their outcrop (e.g. churches and houses at

on their durability. The limestones of the Cadeby Formation

Conisborough, Anston, Maltby, Doncaster, High Melton,

include fine to coarse-grained, ooidal, peloidal and

Cadeby, Hooton Pagnell, Sherburn in Elmet, Ledsham, Clifford,

fossiliferous lithologies, and also a variety of fine to coarsely

Boston Spa, Wetherby etc).

re-cr ystallised fabrics. All have undergone pervasive
dolomitization (conversion from limestone (CaCO3) to

These creamy white and/or pale yellow dolostones have also

dolomite CaMg(CO3)2) during their burial history, and

been used in some of the UK’s most iconic buildings (including

consequently, are all now dolomitic (magnesium-rich)

York Minster, Selby Abbey the Houses of Parliament etc). As with

limestones. The dolomitization process can also cause a

the Carboniferous sandstones the Cadeby limestones can be

significant redistribution of the porosity within the limestone

found in numerous forms when used as a building stone, ranging

fabric. Consequently, this diagenetic process is important in

from uncoursed, small and large rubblestone blocks, to coursed,

determining the physical proper ties of these limestones and

rough dressed or pitched faced stones and in many high status

must be fully considered when selecting replacement stones

buildings as coursed, large blocks of finely wrought ashlar stone.

for use in conservation work.

It is sometimes used in as paving or even for roof slates, and was
also frequently used for carved stone decoration in many churches.
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In the west Yorkshire area the Cadeby Formation limestone

Numerous medieval churches were constructed of these pale

was quarried for building stone at numerous locations along

coloured, easily worked limestones (e.g.Tickhill Church).

its outcrop, which extends from Wetherby in the north to

Quarries at Steetley and Shireoaks supplied stone for many

Steetley in the south. It was used extensively by the Romans

buildings in the Doncaster area e.g. St. George’s Church (Smith

for some of the militar y and civilian structures e.g. York

et al., 1973). Cadeby limestone was extensively quarried at Nor

(Eboracum), Aldborough (Isurium) and elsewhere.

th Anston in south Yorkshire, and the limestone used to build

Subsequently the formation provided the principal building

the present Houses of Parliament (Lott & Richardson 1997).

stone source for the great medieval cathedrals of York (from
Jackdaw Crag, and several other Tadcaster quarries), and
Beverley (from Smawse and Bramham Moor quarries).The
abbeys at Selby (Park Nook Quarr y), Roche, Welbeck and the
Norman Castle of Conisborough are all constructed of locally
quarried dolomitic limestone from the local Cadeby Formation.

Conisborough Castle, constructed entirely of dressed and
ashlar blocks of dolomitic limestone (Permian, Cadeby
Formation) quarried adjacent to the castle.
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The elaborate 19C Victorian architecture of Aberford Almshouses is constructed entirely of
ashlared dolomitic limestone quarried locally from the Permian Cadeby Formation.

Only three quarries are still active in west Yorkshire at present,

Imported Stones

at Lindrick, Cadeby and South Emsall, but in the past numerous
quarries supplied building stone for local use in towns and

Although the west Yorkshire area was very much self sufficient

villages all along the outcrop e.g. Wetherby, Boston Spa,

in its production and use of building stone, throughout the

Aberford, Laughten le Morthen, North Anston, Conisbrough etc).

19th and early 20th century, the rapid growth of its urban areas

Along the western edge of the outcrop it is common to see a

meant that frequently building and decorative stone was

mix of Carboniferous sandstones and paler Cadeby Formation

imported from outside the area. The cities of Leeds and

limestones used in many churches of Norman or medieval

Bradford, like many other Victorian cities, has a particularly

origin e.g. Sherburn in Elmet, Ledsham, Swillington, Darrington

fine display of imported building and decorative stones that

etc. The absence of good stone sources in the Triassic

include Upper Jurassic Portland Stone, Permian Red Mansfield

succession to the east of the Cadeby limestone outcrop has

Stone, Scottish and Cornish granites and a plethora of

meant that these ‘white limestones’ were also widely used for

European marbles (e.g. Dimes and Mitchell 2006).

prestigious buildings in the East Riding (e.g. Beverley Minster).
Some quarries not only produced stone for local use but also
exported stone far outside their local area e.g. Houses of
Parliament (Anston Stone), numerous churches and other
buildings in York and Doncaster. Cadeby Formastion
limestones were used in the construction of Liverpool Lime
Street Station and in various warehouse and other buildings in
Manchester and Sheffield.
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Glossary
Ashlar: Stone masonr y comprising blocks with carefully

Mudstone: A fine-grained sedimentar y rock composed of a

worked beds and joints, finely jointed (generally under 6mm)

mixture of clay and silt-sized par ticles.

and set in horizontal courses. Stones within each course are of
the same height, though successive courses may be of

Ooid: A spheroidal grain of calcium carbonate formed

different heights. ‘Ashlar’ is often wrongly used as a synonym

by precipitation (by algae) of calcium carbonate in

for facing stone.

concentric layers.

Cementation: The diagenetic process by which the constituent

Pinnacle: A summit or apex. The crown of a buttress, or a

framework grains of a rock are bound together by minerals

vertical abutment terminating in a spirelet, cone or pyramid.

precipitated from associated pore fluids e.g silica, calcite.
Porosity: The ratio of the fraction of voids to the volume of
Cross-bedding: A feature principally of sandstones formed by

rock in which they occur.

the movement of sand grains in currents to produce layering
oblique to the margins of the beds.

Rubble: Rough, undressed or roughly dressed building stones
typically laid uncoursed (random rubble) or brought to courses

Dolomitic, dolomitised limestone, dolostone: Descriptive

at intervals. In squared rubble, the stones are dressed roughly

terms for a limestone that has had some of its calcium

square, and typically laid in courses (coursed squared rubble).

carbonate replaced by magnesium carbonate.
Sandstone: A sedimentar y rock composed of sand- sized
Facies: A term describing the principal characteristics of a

grains (i.e. generally visible to the eye, but less than 2 mm

sedimentary rock that help describe its mode of genesis e.g.

in size).

dune sandstone facies, marine mudstone facies.
Stratigraphy: Branch of geoscience dealing with stratified
Freestone: Term used by masons to describe a rock that can

rocks (generally of sedimentar y origin) in terms of time and

be cut and shaped in any direction without splitting or failing.

space, and their organisation into distinctive, generally
mappable units.

Ironstone: Sedimentary rock which is composed of more than
50% iron-bearing minerals.
Limestone: A sedimentary rock consisting mainly of calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) grains such as ooids, shell and coral
fragments and lime mud. Often highly fossiliferous.
Lithology: The description of a rock based on its mineralogical
composition and grain-size e.g. sandstone, limestone,
mudstone etc.
Mica: Group of silicate minerals composed of varying amounts
of aluminum, potassium, magnesium, iron and water. All
micas form flat, plate-like crystals. Crystals cleave into smooth
flakes. Biotite is dark, black or brown mica; muscovite is
light-coloured or clear mica.
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